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Ethics & Moral Philosophy
Applied Ethics
An Impartial Introduction
Elizabeth Jackson, Tyron Goldschmidt, Dustin Crummett, Rebecca Chan
Applied Ethics: An Impartial Introduction prepares readers to evaluate selected classical and
contemporary problems in applied ethics in a way that does justice to their complexity without
sacrificing clarity or fairness of representation. Its balanced exposition and analysis, enhanced by
helpful pedagogical features, make it an ideal book for introducing the ethics of real-life problems
including abortion, animal rights, disability, the environment, poverty, and punishment.

Reviews: "Jackson, Goldschmidt, Crummett, and Chan are experienced teachers with a
multitude of insights on the problems they explain in this splendid introduction to applied ethics.
It is selective in focus but comprehensive in coverage; it is philosophically rigorous but
remarkably clear in presentation; and each of the six sections is substantive enough for a good
part of a course while the whole could occupy a full term. The book is an excellent choice as a
main introductory text in applied ethics but so well laid out and referenced as to be a resource
for students working in this field at any level. It has the clarity and concreteness needed for an
introduction and the thoroughness needed in a higher-level study of the moral problems it
explores."
Robert Audi, John A. O’Brien Professor of Philosophy, University of Notre Dame
PB 9781647920111 £22.99 November 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 352 pages
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Eudemian Ethics
Aristotle Translated by C. D. C. Reeve
This new translation of Aristotle's Eudemian Ethics, noteworthy for its consistency and accuracy,
is the latest addition to the New Hackett Aristotle series. Fitting seamlessly with the others in the
series, it enables Anglophone readers to read Aristotle’s works in a way previously impossible.
Sequentially numbered endnotes provide the information most needed at each juncture, while
a detailed Index of Terms guides the reader to places where focused discussion of key notions
occurs.

About the Author: C. D. C. Reeve is Delta Kappa Epsilon Distinguished Professor of
Philosophy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

Reviews: "David Reeve’s translation of Aristotle’s Eudemian Ethics is certain to become an
indispensable tool for anyone who is interested in studying this great text, that paired with
the Nicomachean Ethics, exposes Aristotle’s ethical theory. The translation is not only faithful to
the Greek text but it also reproduces masterfully the rhythm of Aristotle’s prose. Together with
its thoughtful Introduction, copious notes, and temperance when coping with textual problems,
Reeve’s edition is a remarkable contribution to Aristotelian studies."
Pavlos Kontos, University of Patras, Greece
HB 9781647920074 £72.99 October 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 376 pages
PB 9781647920012 £21.99 October 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 376 pages

Ethical Challenges of Organ Transplantation
Current Debates and International Perspectives
Edited by Solveig Lena Hansen, Silke Schicktanz
This collection features comprehensive overviews of the various ethical challenges in organ
transplantation. International readings well-grounded in the latest developments in the life
sciences are organized into systematic sections and engage with one another, offering
complementary views. All core issues in the global ethical debate are covered: donating and
procuring organs, allocating and receiving organs, as well as considering alternatives. Due to its
systematic structure, the volume provides an excellent orientation for researchers, students, and
practitioners alike to enable a deeper understanding of some of the most controversial issues in
modern medicine.
PB 9783837646436 £38.99 October 2021 Transcript 358 pages

Focus Philosophical Library
Plato: Meno
Plato Translated by Peter Kalkavage, Eric Salem, Eva Brann
"As one would expect from the team of Brann, Kalkavage and Salem, their edition of Plato's Meno
is a fine one. The translation meets their stated goal of remaining 'as faithful as possible to the
Greek, while using lively, colloquial English.' Their notes are consistently helpful and will be
particularly useful to those readers willing to explore the nuances of Plato's extraordinary prose.
Their introduction is clear and compact, and it highlights the most philosophically important
themes of the dialogue. One particularly useful feature of this edition is the manner in which it
displays the diagrams Socrates draws in order to illustrate his famous 'square within a square.'
Instead of relegating them to the notes, it integrates them into the text of the dialogue itself.
Readers are able to follow along, and 'watch' Socrates actually construct them." --David
Roochnik, Boston University
PB 9781585109937 £10.99 October 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 80 pages
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History of Philosophy
Germany's Conscience
Friedrich Meinecke: Champion of German Historicism
Reinbert Krol
Questions of truth, ethics, state power, and propaganda, of how to render account of
catastrophes and reconcile oneself with one's past are not only crucial to our time, they were
also central to the German historian Friedrich Meinecke (1862-1954). Probably no generation of
historians before Meinecke had lived through more unsettling transformations, during which
these questions were most pressing. Reinbert Krol's analysis of Meinecke's intellectual
development does not only give us insight into his philosophy of history – which turns out to be
more conciliatory than previously assumed – it can also be a source of inspiration for scholars of
history today.
PB 9783837651355 £33.99 June 2021 Transcript 302 pages

Philosophical Letters, Abridged
Margaret Cavendish Edited by Deborah Boyle
"Margaret Cavendish (1623–1673) is a fascinating figure who is getting increasing attention by
historians of philosophy these days, and for good reason. . . . She’s an interesting advocate of a
vitalist tradition emphasizing the inherent activity of matter, as well as its inherent perceptive
faculties. She’s also the perfect character to open students (and their teachers) up to a different
seventeenth century, and a different cast of philosophical characters. This is an ideal book to use
in the classroom. The Philosophical Letters (1664) gives us Cavendish’s view of what was
interesting and important in the philosophical world at that moment, a view of philosophy as it
was at the time by an engaged participant. There are few documents like it in the history of
philosophy. Deborah Boyle’s Introduction provides a very accessible summary of Cavendish’s
natural philosophy, as well as good introductions to the other figures that Cavendish discusses
in the book. Boyle’s annotations are not extensive, but they are a great help in guiding the
student toward an informed reading of the texts."
Daniel Garber, Princeton University
HB 9781624669743 £52.99 July 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 296 pages
PB 9781624669736 £22.99 July 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 296 pages

Baudrillard with Nietzsche and Heidegger
Towards a Genealogical Analysis
Vanessa Freerks Series edited by Alexander Gungov, Donald Philip Verene
Vanessa Freerks analyzes how Baudrillard re-actualizes Nietzsche’s On the Genealogy of Morals,
investigating how themes and approaches in Baudrillard’s Consumer Society, Simulacra and
Simulations and Symbolic Exchange and Death resonate with Nietzsche’s On the Genealogy of
Morals. This book fills a gap in the limited literature available on the relation between
Baudrillard’s thought to that of Nietzsche and Heidegger.
Baudrillard with Nietzsche and Heidegger: A Contrastive Analysis is essential reading for students
and scholars of Continental Philosophy, sociology, and cultural theory.
PB 9783838214740 £27.00 November 2021 Ibidem Press 222 pages
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Philosophical Ideas
A Historical Study
Thora Ilin Bayer, Donald Phillip Verene Series edited by Alexander Gungov, Donald Phillip
Verene
Philosophical Ideas: A Historical Study invites the reader to consider central ideas from Plato,
Hegel, Vico, and Cassirer from points of view that have not been fully articulated in the most
frequently encountered interpretations of their works. It is an examination of the ideas of
poetics, dialectics, science, and symbol as they function in their works with focus on the problem
of knowledge as present in each of them.
The history of philosophy, approached in this way, is a treasure house of ideas that constitutes
the subject matter of the contemplative life.

About the Author: Thora Ilin Bayer is RosaMary Foundation Professor of Liberal Arts and
Professor of Philosophy at Xavier University of Louisiana, New Orleans. She is the author
of Cassirer’s Metaphysics of Symbolic Forms: A Philosophical Commentary and co-editor
of Giambattista Vico: Keys to the New Science.
Donald Phillip Verene is Charles Howard Candler Professor of Metaphysics and Moral Philosophy
at Emory University and a fellow of the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei. His many books
include Philosophy and the Return to Self-Knowledge and Vico’s New Science: A Philosophical
Commentary.
PB 9783838215853 £22.00 September 2021 Ibidem Press 122 pages

Logic & Philosophy of Mathematics
First-Order Logic
A Concise Introduction
John Heil
"In his introduction to this most welcome republication (and second edition) of his logic text, Heil
clarifies his aim in writing and revising this book: 'I believe that anyone unfamiliar with the subject
who set out to learn formal logic could do so relying solely on [this] book. That, in any case, is
what I set out to create in writing An Introduction to First-Order Logic.' Heil has certainly
accomplished this with perhaps the most explanatorily thorough and pedagogically rich text I’ve
personally come across.
Heil's text stands out as being remarkably careful in its presentation and illuminating in its
explanations—especially given its relatively short length when compared to the average logic
textbook. It hits all of the necessary material that must be covered in an introductory deductive
logic course, and then some. It also takes occasional excursions into side topics, successfully
whetting the reader’s appetite for more advanced studies in logic.
The book is clearly written by an expert who has put in the effort for his readers, bothering at
every step to see the point and then explain it clearly to his readers. Heil has found some very
clever, original ways to introduce, motivate, and otherwise teach this material. The author's own
special expertise and perspective—especially when it comes to tying philosophy of mind,
linguistics, and philosophy of language into the lessons of logic—make for a creative and fresh
take on basic logic. With its unique presentation and illuminating explanations, this book comes
about as close as a text can come to imitating the learning environment of an actual classroom.
Indeed, working through its presentations carefully, the reader feels as though he or she has just
attended an illuminating lecture on the relevant topics!"
Jonah Schupbach, University of Utah
PB 9781624669927 £38.99 October 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 312 pages
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Philosophical Dialogues
How Do You Know?
A Dialogue
Gordon Barnes
How Do You Know? explores problems of knowledge that arise in everyday life. If you are not an
expert, how can you know that another person is an expert? If experts are politically biased
should you still trust them? More generally, how should you approach the testimony of other
people: treat it all as "innocent until proven guilty," or is that too simple? Does the internet make
us better knowers, or is it just a minefield of misinformation? Is it always irrational to believe a
conspiracy theory? Suppose someone just as intelligent and well-informed as you are disagrees
with you about something, how should that affect your belief? Can we have knowledge of what
is right and wrong?
How Do You Know? approaches these issues through the lens of social epistemology and via the
preeminently social genre of philosophical dialogue. Its characters think and speak like real
people in the world today, discussing and debating issues that are current, practically relevant,
and even controversial—while equipping readers with tools and concepts to see more clearly for
themselves.
PB 9781624669910 £11.99 October 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 144 pages

Philosophy of Religion
Buddhism As Philosophy
Mark Siderits
In Buddhism As Philosophy, Mark Siderits makes the Buddhist philosophical tradition accessible
to a Western audience. Offering generous selections from the canonical Buddhist texts and
providing an engaging, analytical introduction to the fundamental tenets of Buddhist thought,
this revised, expanded, and updated edition builds on the success of the first edition in clarifying
the basic concepts and arguments of the Buddhist philosophers.

About the Author: Mark Siderits is Professor of Philosophy, Illinois State University.
Reviews: "I use Buddhism As Philosophy as the core text of my 'Non-Western Philosophy' topics
course; I’m a huge fan. Siderits's exposition provides a deeply illuminating, historically and
philosophically informed walk through the underlying motivations for and diverse Indian
Buddhist approaches to the doctrines of 'no-self' and 'emptiness.' This new edition improves on
the previous with a new organizational structure, and clarified and expanded argumentation and
discussion. Highly recommended for anyone interested in the metaphysical, epistemological, and
ethical underpinnings and consequences of Buddhism."
Jessica Wilson, University of Toronto
HB 9781624669828 £60.99 October 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 384 pages
PB 9781624669811 £19.99 October 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 384 pages
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World Philosophy
Time Hybrids
A New Generic Theory of Reality
Fred Van Oystaeyen
What if the Big Bang was an exodus of non-existing reality into existence? In this book a theory
of the reality is started from the principle that ‘existing takes time’ but in states of the universe
there are pre-things in moments, thus non-existing, which realize in strings over specific time
intervals as existing phenomena. Causality must be reviewed now and new paradigms for reality
follow. The existing and observed universe are discontinuous and “limits” in mathematical
models do not correspond to reality. New interpretations in evolution theory and the human
condition are being investigated.
HB 9781685072131 £185.99 October 2021 Nova Science Publishers

The Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers
Edited by Diogenes Laertius
Diogenes Laërtius divides the philosophy of the Greeks into the Ionic, beginning with
Anaximander, and ending with Theophrastus (in which class he includes the Socratic philosophy
and all its various ramifications); and the Italian, beginning with Pythagoras, and ending with
Epicurus, in which he includes the Eleatics as well as Heraclitus and the Sceptics. His work is the
chief source of information we possess concerning the history of Greek philosophy and is the
foundation of nearly all modern treatises on that subject.
HB 9781536197259 £257.99 June 2021 Nova Science Publishers 473 pages

Moral Identity and Self-Discovery
Verl Anderson
We live in a time when trust in leaders at all levels of society has declined, when students at
colleges and universities openly acknowledge that they cheat, and when the reputations of even
the most admired leaders have been sullied by misconduct. It is a time when the future of
tomorrow’s generation appears to be growing dimmer and those who have passed on burdens
that will have to be borne have clearly neglected their moral responsibilities. Fixing the blame is
far less important than fixing the problem. The root cause of today’s concerns and tomorrow’s
future lies in the failure of those who claimed to be trusted leaders to demonstrate personal
integrity. This book introduces the concept of “moral identity” as a metric for leaders and
organizations of all types to reexamine their moral responsibility. We suggest that moral identity
provides a compass for leaders and organizations to adopt in rethinking their obligations to
themselves, to their associates, to their customers, to society, and to future generations. The
book includes a metric for personal self-assessment, for guiding individuals and organizations,
and for establishing a standard for evaluating those who aspire to lead. This book takes a harsh
look at the failings of leaders and provides a meaningful resource to those who are willing to lead
society to rethink its future.
HB 9781536196665 £152.99 July 2021 Nova Science Publishers 205 pages
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Nihilism
The Philosophy of Nothingness
James Biser Whisker
Nihilism is a highly negative system of thought with roots in early Greek philosophy. It came into
prominence as a major movement with Friedrich Nietzsche’s unparalleled assault on Christianity
and Christian morality. It became a dominant theme in the dark philosophical system known as
existentialism, and thus became an important force in nineteenth century literature and in
twentieth century ideologies. It seeks destruction of one or more aspects of society without
offering a viable alternative, frequently assuming that the better world will automatically appear
after the old world is obliterated. Loathing the building blocks of the present system, nihilism
asserts that the better world will be composed of new, but unspecified, components.
French philosophy during and after the French Revolution, and virtually all nineteenth century
Russian literature, was dominated by nihilism. German Nazism had a nihilistic base which was
carefully concealed by racist rantings. Marxism, with so many of its ideas stolen from Russian and
French nihilists, proclaimed that faulty economics brought about misery and poverty which
would be eradicated by the new but unspecified and undescribed socialist ethic.
Revolutionary systems in the twentieth century have delved heavily into the rich trove of nihilist
literature to promote, describe, and espouse revolutions which have marked much of that
century. Few contemporary nihilists have offered any new insights into reality, choosing only to
manipulate the basic concepts heretofore advanced. But the earlier nihilistic ideas have become
an all-inspiring training primer for nihilists of future polities. To understand the philosophy of
nihilism is to understand the revolutions that have continued to challenge modern societies.
HB 9781536197419 £185.99 June 2021 Nova Science Publishers 236 pages
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